










InnoHub: Supporting Companies' 
Innovation Journeys from Scratch to 
Hatch 
A one-stop centre for innovation at the Singapore Institute of Technology is offering services to drive innovation in 
the industry, from ideation to co-development of new or improved solutions as well as test-bedding. 
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InnoHub. helmed by SIT's A/Prof Ivan Lee (back row. sixth from left), comprises four innovation centres. 

Innovation can be achieved with major breakthroughs or more often through improvements that can lead to the introduction of new 

products, processes, designs, business models or services - and a university in Singapore is taking comprehensive steps to play an 

integral role in catalysing innovation in the industry. 

The Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT) set up the Innovation Hub, also known as InnoHub, early this year to provide an integrated 

encl-to-end innovation infrastructure that helps businesses drive innovation, from ideation to product development and sample 

production for market testing, prior to scaling up. 

"The idea is to provide integrated solutions to multidisciplinary problems and journey with the industry in their innovation pursuits," says 

Associate Professor Ivan Lee, SIT's Vice President for Innovation, who helms InnoHub as its head. 

Encompassing four innovation-focused centres, the InnoHub aims to be a one-stop centre for industry innovation. The innovation 

centres include the Design Factory@SIT (DF@SIT), the Rapid Product Innovation and Development (RaPID) Centre, the SIT-Poly 

Innovation Centre of Excellence (SPICE), and the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Cluster (NAM IC) Hub@SIT. 
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InnoHub - An integrated innovation infrastructure to support industry innovation. 

Driving Innovation In an Open Ecosystem 

As a one-stop centre, InnoHub drives innovation by ideating and co-developing innovative and commercially viable solutions with 

industry, pooling together domain experts who possess deep industry know-how as well as facilities and capabilities across different 

disciplines to provide an integrated innovation infrastructure. 

This is exemplified by the Design Factory@SIT (DF@SIT) which supports businesses in improving their values through human-centric 

designs that solve real-world problems. Through design innovation and experimentation, DF@SIT co-creates unique value propositions 

with companies to improve their business models, p1 oducts, processes, designs and/or services. 

Meanwhile, the Rapid Product Innovation and Development (RaPID) Centre offers speedy and flexible prototyping and sample product 

development capabilities. For example, it recently collabo,atecl with a local company to develop a solution to dete, birds from picking 

food scraps off dustbins. The RaPID centre provided core capabilities in engineering design, systems integration and iterative 

development to enhance the realisation of the idea. Further refinements to the prototype were made until it was proven workable for 

scaling up. 

Likewise, the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Cluster (NAMIC) Hub@SIT will co-develop advanced additive manufacturing 

(such as 30 printing) technologies fo1 industry test-bedding and adoption. NAMIC offers a range of services including AI-driven 

generative designs, structural topology optimisation and pilot production to enable the industry to innovate with speed and efficiency. 

The SIT-Poly Innovation Centre of Excellence (SPICE) provides small and medium-sized enterprises (SM Es) with access to expertise, 

facilities and equipment, and a diverse talent pool within SIT and across the various Centres of Innovation at the Polytechnics to help 

them develop new products and services. Tapping on SIT's and the Polytechnics' existing resources reduces the risks associated with 

early-stage investments, and allows them to focus on creating the right products for the right problems. 

Companies can engage the innovation centres as required. A recent example saw both DF@SIT and RaPID Centre collaborating with a 

logistics company to design and develop an improved climate-controlled storage unit. Such storage solutions have been invaluable for 

storing medications and food supplies amid the global supply chain disruption challenges. 

Driving innovation in an open ecosystem, InnoHub also extends its network of innovation partners to include SIT's Applied Research 

Centres and other external collaborators. Leveraging this, InnoHub coordinates the required resources and capabilities to undertake 

more extensive and multi-disciplinary projects with industry, traversing across the ecosystem's value chain. 

Companies can reach out to the team at innohub@singaporetech.edu.sg to innovate or attend structured innovation programmes. 

For the full story, please visit SIT's Digital Newsroom. This article first appeared in Govlnsider. 

https://www.singaporetech.edu.sg/digitalnewsroom/innohub-supporting-companies-innovation-journeys-from-scratch-to-hatch/


A Winning Proposition for The Fintech 
Industry 
On 2 November 2022, the Singapore Institute of Technology inked seven Memoranda of Understanding with 
reputable companies to jointly nurture fintech talents. The partnerships aim to strengthen the workforce through 
several initiatives. 
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Key representatives at the MOU signing ceremony on 2 November 2022. Back row, from left: Mr Rupesh Mehta, Delivery Manager, Infosys; Mr Sylvester Lau, 

Head of Talent Acquisition, AIA Singapore: Mr Eric Ho, Executive Director, Talent Acquisition Group, DBS Bank; Prof John Thong, Deputy President (Academic) & 

Provost, SIT; Mr Kiren Kumar. Deputy Chief Executive of Development, Infocomm Media Development Authority; Mr Kenneth Gan, Vice President, Group Human 

Resources, OCBC Bank. 

Front row, from left: Mr Bryan Lim, Executive Director, Head of Group Talent and Development, UOB; Ms Neetha Nair, Head of Future-Ready Workforce, Prudential 

Singapore; Ms Gill Rees, Global Head of HR for Transformation, Technology and Operations, Standard Chartered Bank; Ms Gillian Tan, Assistant Managing Director of 

the Development and International Group, Monetary Authority of Singapore. 

Following the launch of SIT's new programme, Bachelor of Science with Honours in Applied Computing with a specialisation in Fintech 

(BSc AC (Fintech)), earlier this year, the university has established partnerships with six financial institutions and an IT service provider 

on 2 November 2022 at the Singapore Fintech Festival. Seven Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) were inked with AIA Singapore, DBS 

Bank, Infosys, Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC), Prudential Singapore, Standard Chartered Bank and United Overseas Bank 

(UOB). 

The partnerships signify their support to jointly develop cun ent and future talents through a numbe1 of initiatives that cut across both 

Pre-Employment Training (PET) and Continuing Education and Training (CET). 

Deepening Undergraduates' Learning Opportunities 

Launched in partnership with the Infocomm Media Development Autho1 ity (IMDA) and the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), the 

three-year BSc AC (Fintech) degree programme trains students in both technical skills and financial domain knowledge to position them 

for careers in high-growth financial technology areas. As a Work-Study Degree, the programme features an enriching 16-month work 

attachment over three yea1s under the 'Term-In-Term-Out' (TITO) model. Students will alternate between spending one to two 

trimesters in university and at the workplace. 

Through the MOU, SIT and the seven companies will co-develop the deg1ee programme and enable work attachments and learning 

opportunities through the Integrated Work Study Programme (IWSP) and industrial projects. There will also be various opportunities for 

SIT students and faculty to participate in Fin tech projects, where they will collaborate with industry partners to deliver integrated 

solutions that address business challenges. 

Lifelong Learning through Workplace Learning Opportunities 

In addition to enhancing undergraduates' learning, SIT and the companies will augment in-employment learners' upskilling through 

workplace learning. The entities will explore programmes that include specialised training for professionals to keep up to date with the 

latest technologies, trends and practices 

The War for Talent - An Insider's Perspective 

The MOU signing ceremony was followed by an insightful talk on fintech talent acquisition and retention by Ms Gill Rees, Global Head of 

HR for Transformation, Technology and Operations, Standard Chartered Bank.in the financial sector. 

For the full story, please go to SIT Digital Newsroom. 

https://www.singaporetech.edu.sg/digitalnewsroom/fintech-mou/







